The Power of the Bench
Passion fuels love, life, hobbies and success
there is not one family, profession, organization or sport
who’ve achieved the desired plateau without role players or a bench
whom are the equivalent to structural support –
not to mention the importance of humility and remaining teachable
which are some of life’s key ingredients
understanding if emotions are acts of hate dictate our actions
we will continue to fall short in our efforts of global obedience –
so we must admire and keep in mind our bench and role players
when we cheer and exhibit confidence in our superstars
they support the pulse and heartbeats that enables the dreamers in us
to run like street outlaws and 405 racing cars –
I admire KD and the Warriors who arguably stacked the deck
but we must not diminish the vision of the organization
who built a bomb squad through various draft picks
possibly the best ever speaking with all due respect –
however their bench always find ways to elevate their games
I’m talking the next man up concept regardless the names
confirming why scouting departments and life builders
are innovative in their schemes which are the conveyors to fame –
although individually we work relentlessly perfecting our crafts
it hold very true no one individual supersedes a team
with that in mind to tell a closer not to close
is like telling or expecting a dreamer not to dream –
so remain studious everyone follows even leaders no one is exempt
the pedigree of champions starts with role players and the bench
so to pay homage to your supporting cast
arguably maybe your best internal or external investment that was well spent –
Please join me and the Oyezzz family in giving a presidential solute
to all the role players in our personal and professional lives.
#oyezzzoursupport
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